Abstract-This letter proposes a quasi optimum maximum likelihood detection technique based on Geometrical Diversification and Greedy Intensification (GDGI). The presented detector scheme is shown to achieve almost optimal performance for all signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values and a cubic computation complexity in the problem dimension. It possesses a regular structure well suited for hardware implementation. Simulation results show that for a system with a high dimension of n = 60, the loss is approximately 0.35 dB at BER=10
I. INTRODUCTION
M ANY detection problems in communications domains require the solution of the Maximum Likelihood (ML) detection problem over the corners of a hypercube. Optimum ML detection [1] requires finding the signal pointx of the transmitter vector signal set that minimizes the Euclidean distance with respect to the received signal vector y when transmitted over the channel, i.e., the closest lattice point in a transformed vector space: where H is a m × n real channel matrix. ML detection is equivalent to the problem of quadratic function optimization over the corners of a hypercube. This problem is exponential in the dimension n. For the remaining of the paper, m is assumed to be equal to n.
The ML detection problem can be solved using a "smart" efficient search method, like the universal lattice decoding algorithm [2] , also called Sphere Decoding (SD). However, sphere decoding has an iterative structure and a nondeterministic execution time [3] . These properties complicate the design of a real time hardware implementation of the sphere decoding. To overcome this problem, a number of suboptimal detectors of low to moderate complexity have been proposed, yet all suffer from limited performance.
The ML detection problem has two facets:
• The objective function f (x) = y − Hx • The constraint set x ∈ {±1} n , which is the region over which the objective function is to be minimized. Conventional suboptimal detectors, e.g, Zero-Forcing (ZF), Minimum Mean-Squared Error (MMSE), Interference Cancellation (IC), and Semi-definite Relaxation (SDR) [1] , [4] solve the problem by relaxing the contraint set for various convex regions, without modifying the objective function. Thus the problem is reduced to the optimization of a convex function over a convex set, and can be solved using algorithms of polynomial complexity. This family of decoder can tradeoff BER performance and hardware cost, but even the most efficient decoder (the SDR) suffers from significant BER performance loss and subtantial hardware cost.
Two other suboptimal detector families have been proposed in the literature. The first one uses heuristic search methods to solve the ML detection problem (see the pioneering works in [5] , [9] ). The second one uses the geometrical properties of the channel matrix H to determine an approximate solution for the ML problem in (1) (see P. Spasojevic [6] and H. Artes [7] ).
In this letter, we propose a new method, called Geometrical Diversification Greedy Intensification (GDGI), that combines two complementary heuristic approaches: diversification and intensification. First, we propose an improved geometrical technique, called Orthogonal Intensification Method (OIM), that generates a reduced set of good potential candidates (Geometrical Diversification). We then use a greedy algorithm (Greedy Intensification) to enhance the solutions found in the first stage of the algorithm. This new detector can solve the ML detection problem with cubic polynomial complexity, while offering an interesting tradeoff between complexity and performance. The global structure of the GDGI detector is presented in section II. Section III presents the improved geometrical method. Section IV quantifies the computational complexity and illustrates the simulation results. Finally, section V concludes the paper.
II. THE GDGI ALGORITHM
Greedy Intensification: It has been shown in [5] , [9] that heuristic methods such as local search, simulated annealing, and tabu search, when applied to ML detection can achieve an excellent decoding performance. However, these algorithms have a long iterative structure and are not suited for hardware implementation. Here, we focus our attention on the simplest heuristic algorithm, i.e., the bit-flipping Greedy Algorithm (GA). Starting from a current solution x, an objective function f (x) is evaluated among the n points at a Hamming distance of one in x (i.e. the points obtained by flipping one bit of x). Let x' be the point leading to the minimum objective function.
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is the starting point of the next iteration, otherwise, the algorithm stops and outputs the local minimum x. Efficient implementation of the GA can be founded in [8] .
Let GA(x) be the local optimum obtained by applying the GA algorithm starting from point x. Depending on the channel matrix H, several local optima exist. By convention, O will be the subset of {±1} n that leads to the global optimumx, i.e. ∀x ∈ O,x = GA(x). Let S be a subset of {±1} n which contains the starting points for the greedy algorithm. One can note that the optimal pointx can be obtained by the greedy algorithm if, and only if, at least one point of S belongs to
The problem of determining a "good" starting set S is difficult. The choice is normally guided by intuition or a "trial and error" method since theoretical approaches are unavailable. The simplest solution to generate S is to randomly select the points. In this case, the generation process of S is very simple but in return, the cardinality of S should be set to fulfill S ∩ O = ∅ with a high probability. The complexity of the algorithm is then dominated by the intensification stage. Another solution is to define a fixed set of points "spread" among the set {±1} n . Some results using this approach with an extended BCH code are presented in [10] . This type of approach is rather efficient but limited to value of n which are powers of two. Moreover, the cardinality of S determines the possibility of obtaining good results.
Geometrical Diversification (GD): In this section, we generalize the geometrical method presented in [6] to generate the set S. This method combines three required properties: a low hardware cost, a set S with small cardinality and a high probability that S contains at least one point of O. The GD is based on the singular value decomposition of the real The vector x−x 0 can be expressed in the V base as
are real coefficients. Thus, the value of the objective function can be expressed as [6] : p=1 in order to obtain a list of N b points. These
p=1 . All these points are then evaluated with the objective function f (.) 1 . The best C points are then selected to generate the subset S k . The same process is iterated on the first D lines { 1 , 2 , ..., D } to generate S = ∪ D k=1 S k . Then the intensification process is performed on each point of S. A summary of the GDGI method is given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 GDGI(H, y, C, D)
Pre 
n to generate I k . 6: Evaluate the objective function f (x), ∀ x ∈ I k . 7: Create S k by selecting C distinct points which minimize the objective function on I k . 8:
Perform the GA on all points of S 10: Outputx = argmin x∈S (f (GA(x)).
In [6] , the set of hyperplane contains N b = n hyperplanes given by Γ p = {z ∈ R n |z(p) = 0, p = 1, 2, ..., n}. The generation of the set C k then requires the computation of n independent intersections. Moreover, the computation of S k requires n evaluations of the objective function. In the next section, an improved method is proposed for steps 4 and 5 of Algorithm 1. For the sake of brevity, the direction index k will be omitted in the rest of the paper.
III. ORTHOGONAL INTERSECTION METHOD (OIM)
The objective of the diversification process is to find points close to the line . Ideally, the hyperplanes should be orthogonal to the line but this leads to a complex solution. OIM is an attempt to obtain a set of hyperplanes that are "roughly" orthogonal to the line . To perform this operation, the set of hyperplanes H is not fixed but is constructed "on the fly". For a given direction k, H is defined as the set of hyperplanes orthogonal to the quantized vector r = Q(v) of v and containing at least one point of {±1}
n . The quantization function Q(.) is defined for the j th coordinate (j = 1..n) as:
where μ = max(|v(i)|, i = 1, .., n). The division by four of the value μ is chosen in order to minimize the hardware computation (right shift). Moreover, this operation gives a good BER performance.
The coordinates of r thus take their values from {−1, 0, 1}. Let l be the number of non zero coordinates of r. It is easy to show that the set H exactly contains N b = l + 1 hyperplanes defined as:
For example, let n = 3 and r = (1, 0, −1)
3 then x T r can only take the value −2, 0, and 2 (x = (1, −1, −1) T gives x T r = 2 and so on). The intersection between and the hyperplane Γ p is then given by:
The value of γ p is then equal to:
and the intersection point c p is then:
The returned point c p then equals c p = sign(c p ). According to (7) , for p = 1, .., l:
Compared to [6] , OIM simplifies step 4 and 6 of the GD. In step 6, the cardinality of I k is reduced from N b = n to N b = l+1, i.e., a complexity reduction by a factor α = n/N b . Typically, α is between 3 and 4 for a n = 60 problem dimension. In [6] , step 4 requires n independent intersection computations (n 2 multiplications and n 2 additions). Since the hyperplanes Γ p are parallel in the OIM, it is possible to futher simplify step 4. In fact, once the first intersection point c 0 is calculated (1 division, n multiplications and 5n additions), the N b − 1 remaining points are computed recursively using equation (8) (i.e. n additions per additional point). The OIM complexity of step 4 is then reduced to one division, n multiplications and (4 + N b )n additions.
To illustrate the OIM method, fig.1 shows all the hyperplanes {Γ p } p=0,1,2 , intersection points {c p } p=0,1,2 and their corresponding feasible points {c p } p=0,1,2 in the case of a n = 2-dimensional problem with D = 1.
IV. COMPLEXITY AND SIMULATION RESULTS
We assume the channel matrix H to be static over a sufficiently long period of time, so that the computational complexity of any preprocessing step (SVD decomposition and pseudo-inverse of the channel matrix) is negligible. The complexity required to find point x 0 for a single transmitted vector is: n 2 additions and n 2 multiplications. For a given D directions, step 4 requires nD(4 + N b ) additions, nD multiplications, and D divisions.
Step 5 is just a sign determination. additions and CDθn 2 squares, where θ is the average number of iterations of the GA algorithm. For a given D and C, the computational complexity of the GDGI detector is almost constant, over an entire SNR range, in contrast to sphere decoding. For example, for n = 60, the average valuel of l varies from 17.5 (SNR = 0 dB) to 14.9 (SNR = 12 dB) and θ varies from 5.3 (SNR = 0 dB) to 3.8 (SNR = 12 dB).
Simulations have been performed for values of n = 10 and n = 60. For each trial, The channel values are generated as realizations of a random matrix with i.i.d. real Gaussian entries. Figure 2 shows simulation results. It can be seen that the the GDGI detector (when n = 10, D = 2, and C = 4) outperforms the SDR detector. In fact, the required SNR for a BER of 10 −4 is 2 dB lower than that of the SDR detector. A high-dimensional system of n = 60 is a very hard instance of the detection problem and is therefore a good benchmark for comparing the performance of various detection algorithms. The performance of the proposed GDGI detector on this benchmark is also shown in Figure 2 . The given results illustrate that the GDGI detector is 0.35 dB away from the optimal SD and achieves almost the same performance as the SDR detector (given in [11]) at BER 10 −5 .
V. CONCLUSION
We have introduced a new approach to solve the ML detection problem. This approach, called GDGI, couples a geometrical diversification method with an intensification method based on greedy algorithm to obtain better BER performance. For a square matrix H of size 60 × 60, GDGI performs only 0.35 dB worse than an optimal sphere decoding solution at the BER of 10 −5 . The OIM approach offers a significant reduction of computation for the GD compared to the state of the art: For n = 60, reduction by a factor of 60 in the number of multiplications for step 4 is achieved. Futhemore, an overall reduction by a factor of n/l > 3 for step 5 and 6 is also obtained. It is interesting to note that the performance/complexity trade-off can be finely tuned by setting the C and D parameters. As future work, we plan to explore the effects of the choice of the parameters {D, C} on the performance, and to develop the GDGI algorithm on an FPGA architecture.
